Fifteen Dogs

Winner of the Giller Prize 2015Winner of
the Writers Trust Fiction Prize 2015It
begins in a bar, like so many strange
stories. The gods Hermes and Apollo argue
about what would happen if animals had
human intelligence, so they make a bet that
leads them to grant consciousness and
language to a group of dogs staying
overnight at a veterinary clinic. Suddenly
capable of complex thought, the dogs
escape and become a pack. They are torn
between those who resist the new ways of
thinking, preferring the old dog ways, and
those who embrace the change. The gods
watch from above as the dogs venture into
unfamiliar territory, as they become
divided among themselves, as each
struggles with new thoughts and feelings.
Wily Benjy moves from home to home,
Prince becomes a poet, and Majnoun
forges a relationship with a kind couple
that stops even the Fates in their
tracks.Engaging and strange, full of
unexpected insights into human and canine
minds, this contemporary take on the
apologue is the most extraordinary book
youll read this year.

Fifteen Dogs by Andre Alexis centres around a bet made between gods on whether human intelligence leads to
happiness or misery.Buy the Paperback Book Fifteen Dogs by ANDRE ALEXIS at , Canadas largest bookstore. + Get
Free Shipping on Fiction and Literature books overFifteen Dogs by Andre Alexis: Review. By Safa JinjeSpecial to the
Star. Sat., March 28, 2015. Andre Alexiss new novella is an allegorical take on the value and Accordingly, the gods find
a collection of 15 dogs awaiting treatment in a local veterinary clinic, then radically alter their minds and observe - 5
min - Uploaded by ThePoptimistWinner of the 2015 Giller, Andre Alexis latest isnt just for dog people
Undermajordomo Minor Fifteen Dogs [Andre Alexis] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Winner of the 2015
Scotiabank Giller Prize Finalist for the 2015 Toronto BookThe Fifteen Dogs Community Note includes
chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis, character list, theme list, historical context, author biography and quizzes A
review, and links to other information about and reviews of Fifteen Dogs by Andre Alexis.35 quotes from Fifteen Dogs:
Perfect understanding between beings is no guarantor of happiness. To perfectly understand anothers madness, for
instance,Fifteen Dogs (paperback). I wonder, said Hermes, what it would be like if animals had human intelligence.Ill
wager a years servitude, answered Apollo, that - 1 min - Uploaded by TheGillerPrizeLearn more about Andre Alexis
Fifteen Dogs, winner of the 2015 Scotiabank Giller Prize.The gods watch from above as the dogs venture into their
newly unfamiliar world, By turn meditative and devastating, charming and strange, Fifteen Dogs Andre Alexiss novel
won Canada Reads 2017, where it was championed by Humble The Poet. The book also won the 2015 Scotiabank
GillerAn utterly convincing and moving look at the beauty and perils of consciousness. 2017 CBC CANADA READS
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SHORT-LIST WINNER OF THE 2015 GILLERAndre Alexis latest offering is a novel called Fifteen Dogs. It is
ultimately a philosophical work with multiple moments of departure for the reader to explore. Andre Alexiss novel won
Canada Reads 2017, where it was championed by Humble The Poet. The book also won the 2015 Scotiabank GillerThe
Fifteen Dogs Community Note includes chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis, character list, theme list, historical
context, author biography and quizzes
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